Adding LFR Details to Landing Reports
When first submitting a landing report you may not know the landing details from your LFR. You can
now amend submitted reports to add these details at a later date via FishServe’s online services. The
steps below describe this process.

Step

Description

1.

Find the latest version of your report
Go to your ERS Summary page and select View on the latest version of your Landing Report.

2.

Select to amend the details
The Landing Details report will open.
Select

3.

at the bottom of the page.

Amend any details you like
You can complete other amendments such as adding new stock rows, new product states,
or new landings at this point.
You can also add in LFR details.
You will see an Awaiting Landing Details message below a hyperlink of your LFR.
Select the hyperlink.
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4.

Add the LFR details
Missing LFR details will display in Orange.
Enter an LFR details received date if you have received all the details from your LFR. If not,
leave this date blank until the final details come in.

5.

Add weights and purchase order numbers
If you only have some of the details, leave the LFR details received date blank and just enter
what you know.
If the purchase order is the same for all rows. Enter the number in the first row then select
this will copy the purchase order number into every row.
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6.

Enter an amendment reason
Once you have entered as many LFR details as you know, enter an amendment reason, such
as Provided LFR Details.

7.

Submit your amendment
Select
This amends your Landing Report to include the LFR details. You can amend the Landing
Report as many times as you need, whenever you receive LFR details or for other reasons.

Important things to note;



If you cannot see the Amend button, you may not be viewing the latest version. Only the
latest version of a report can be amended.
You cannot create a draft version of an amendment, but you can amend a report as many
times as you need.

If you have any further questions on this process. Please contact FishServe on (04) 460 9555.
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